### Top 5 Selected Questions/Topics/Issues for The Student Survey

#### GROUP A
1. Parking
2. Scheduling
3. Finances
4. IVC
5. **Shifting Goals** = assumption: most students shift their goals to be at COM
6. **Classes not offered** that Students would like
7. **Support** = 1. articulation  
   2. counsel  
   3. transfer  
   need for a systematic/regular check in

#### GROUP B
1. No summary provided; only individual responses (listed in next section)

#### GROUP C
1. No summary provided; only individual responses (listed in next section)

#### GROUP D
1. No summary or individual responses provided
### GROUP A - Individuals’ Questions/Topics/Issues for Student Survey

1. (none listed)
2. parking
3. scheduling
4. difficulty/ease of transfer
5. financial problems
6. role of IVC
7. Their primary reasons for being @CoM
8. Scheduling – does it meet their needs?
9. What classes, currently not offered, would students like to see offered?
10. Do they need more articulation/transfer info. to make good choices?

### GROUP B - Individuals’ Questions/Topics/Issues for Student Survey

1. Is the college providing enough guidance to you in order to reach your goal?
2. Are teaching faculty able to engage you in learning? How? How not?
3. Do students know about all the special programs and resources available to them? (list special programs and resources and check off.)
4. Larger course selection/offerings/What should be cut?/student service point of view
5. Scholarships (new)
6. School improvement services
7. (none provided)

### GROUP C - Individuals’ Questions/Topics/Issues for Student Survey

1. (none provided)
2. (none provided)
3. Issues of accessibility on campus
4. Availability of classes – time/location
5. (none provided)

### GROUP D - Individuals’ Questions/Topics/Issues for the Student Survey

1-3. (none provided)